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mately the same average cyclonic wind velocities occur also in the United States, at least east of the Rocky Mountains, as shown by Figs. 54-57, kindly furnished by the Aerological Division of the U. S. Weather Bureau, in which the velocity is given in meters per second, and the height in kilometers above mean sea level. The letters indicate the section of the storm area and the figures the number of cases averaged.
Convection.—The vertical movements, of the air, whether up or down, in an extratropical cyclone, or between such a cyclone and a neighboring anticyclone, are not known with much detail and accuracy. However, since the cyclone moves eastward with the air currents directed inward across the isobars, it is obvious that ordinarily the chief air convergence, due in part to increase of latitude, and hence the principal vertical convection, must be on the front or east side. Temperature also usually helps to locate the chief upflow in this quadrant, since its winds necessarily are from lower latitudes, and, therefore, relatively warm.
This localization of the uprising air explains why, other things being equal, most of the precipitation due to cyclonic storms occurs to the east and southeast (northeast in the southern hemisphere) of their centers.
Other things, however, are not always equal. Thus an extensive plain rising, gradually, to great elevations, may slope in such direction that the mechanical or forced convection over it on any side of a cyclonic center may approach, or even exceed, the thermal convection to the east. The Great Plains east of the Rocky Mountains illustrate this point. Here precipitation in the case of "stagnant" or slow-moving lows usually is most pronounced to the north of the center where the winds are persistently up the slope not alone of the surface, but of the cold air as well. Here, too, contrary to rule, the rear of the winter cyclone, being from the Pacific, and also heated, in places, by descent, is warmer than the front. The wind shift does not always imply clear and colder. Also on the Pacific coast of North America,, for instance, where the ocean is to the immediate west, the heaviest, rains are to the south and west of the cyclonic center.
Velocity of Travel and Amount of Precipitation.—It is well known that the velocity of travel of an extratropical cyclone and the amount of precipitation accompanying it are to each other, roughly, in invers'e ratio. This is simply because the slower the storm travels, the longer the winds blow into it at any given place and, therefore, other things being equal, the greater the duration and the amount of the precipitation at that place. In extreme cases very fast moving cyclones may give but little or even no precipitation.
Classification.—Cyclones occur in extratropical regions with so great frequency that several such storms are nearly always present in each hemisphere. Naturally, they have been much studied and, therefore, variously classified, especially according: to duration, as semipermanent

